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Set in 1965 New York City, JEW BOY is a dark comedy 
about the schlubby, “born victim” son of a traumatized 
Holocaust survivor who’s befriended by the quarterback 
of a motley Bronx street football team. 

Overwhelmed by his mother’s abuse, this imaginative 
but weak-kneed teenager must soon face his place in 
the victim/abuser cycle as he learns to take and give the victim/abuser cycle as he learns to take and give 
a beating in the vacant lots of The Bronx.
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FILMMAKER’S NOTE
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Bullied by peers, thugs, and 
by his disturbed death camp 
survivor mother, hulking, 
neurotic Alan Kaufman (15) 
is a friendless whiner. 
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Living in his imagination, Alan 
often escapes into the world of 
his blonde bombshell-loving, 
Nazi ass-kicking alter-ego, 
The Purple Jew.
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Saving Alan from yet another street 
thug, tough athlete Mike Auria (16) 
sees something special in the big 
kid who he invites to play with his 
street football team.
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Stymied by his mother’s refusal to allow him to play football and commanded 
instead to exact an impossible revenge on Hitler, Alan concentrates on his 
years-late Bar Mitzvah, which ends up a ludicrous disaster. 
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Defying his intense mother, Alan secretly joins 
The Bronx Huns, Auria’s multi-ethnic street football 
team of weirdos and petty criminals. 
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With their friendship flour-
ishing, Auria helps Alan 
channel his Holocaust-related 
anger onto the football field. 
Learning to take and give a 
beating, Alan evolves into a 
beast of a lineman in the beast of a lineman in the 
vacant lots of The Bronx. 
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With summer coming to an end, 
Auria convinces Alan to try out 
for his high school’s top-seeded 
football team. Reeling from 
his mother’s latest break-
down, a whole new level 
of anger helps Alan make of anger helps Alan make 
the cut.   
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Embracing his new life as a brute
while discovering his voice as a
writer, Alan’s ego and rebellions 
careen out of control. And when 
they end up in a tight spot, an 
anti-Semitic gulf threatens his 
friendship with Auria. friendship with Auria. 
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Desperate to break out of the victim/abuser 
cycle, Alan eventually mends his relationship 
with Auria. Aiming to hit the road, bound for 
a fresh start, he must first confront his mother 
and his place in the legacy of the Holocaust.
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CREATIVE INFLUENCES
(a partial list)
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Jonathan Gray (Executive Producer): A founding partner of Gray Krauss Sandler Des Rochers LLP, Jonathan Gray has been deeply involved in the independent film community for over 20 years as an 
attorney and advisor to filmmakers, producers, production companies, financiers, and distributors. Also an Emmy-nominated producer of Eliot Lester’s Nightingale (HBO), he has produced and executive produced over 
60 films, including Alexandre Moors’ Blue Caprice (Sundance Selects), Tim Sutton’s Dark Night (Cinelicious), Michael Mailer’s Blind (Vertical Entertainment), Tim Blake Nelson’s Anesthesia (IFC Films), and Todd Luiso’s 
Hello I Must Be GoingHello I Must Be Going (Oscilloscope). Gray is an adjunct professor at Columbia University. He studied at Brandeis University, SUNY Binghamton, and received his degree from Fordham University of Law.

Michael Sládek (Director, Writer, Producer): Michael Sládek’s director-writer-producer credits include Con Artist (New Yorker Films, The Orchard), BAM150 (Cinema Guild), and Devils Are Dreaming 
(Dances With Films Jury Award), as well as the short films All Against the Sea (Woodstock Film Festival), and We Live On Your Street (Slamdance Film Festival Jury & Anarchy Awards). He has made numerous works-for-
hire including music videos, branded content videos, and industrials. Also a theater director, a member of SAG-AFTRA, and an Acker Award recipient, Sládek currently serves as the NY Consultant for SAGindie. He has 
worked for worked for Tribeca Film Festival, MTV News, and for author Jamaica Kincaid, and studied at OCC, UCLA, and NY Film Academy. Originally from Denver, CO, Sládek grew up acting in the live theater. 
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